
ReviewTrackers 

provides deep, 

actionable insights into 

customer experiences 

to enable businesses 

to create raving fans, 

increase local seo, and 

drive more revenue.

Industry-Leading Review Sources:
120+ best in class review sources. We work hard to 
ensure that the data we collect is precise, and we have 
safeguards in place to ensure stability and accuracy.

For a complete source breakdown visit: Sites We Monitor.

Product Innovation:
With Reputation Management at the forefront of all 
innovation, we maintain focused and driven to produce 
products that enable business growth. 

Best in class Onboarding:
Onboard within minutes for immediate engagement and 
results via location import tool.

Ethical and Controlled Data Collection:
Our customers can be confident that the data we provide 
will always be gathered in an honest, sustainable manner. 

We do not rely on any 3rd parties to assist with data 
collection, giving ReviewTrackers full control over 
innovation and troubleshooting. 

Strategic Partnership:
Industry knowledge experts to help our clients grow and 
get the most return from the platform. 

THE REVIEWTRACKERS DIFFERENCE
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Control and authority 
over innovation to help 
our clients build world 
class online reputations 
and grow business. 
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https://www.reviewtrackers.com/sites-we-monitor/


Measure and transform the customer experience with ReviewTrackers
ReviewTrackers is the award-winning reputation management and insights software that enables businesses to 
measure and transform the customer experience. The platform collects review data from 100+ review sites to 
surface consumer insights that empower businesses to listen, analyze, and make data-driven decisions. Trusted by 
65,000+ businesses, ReviewTrackers helps professionals save time, money, and resources so they can focus on 
what matters most: their customers. Learn more at reviewtrackers.com.

TRUSTED BY LEADING BUSINESSES

Manage your 
business reputation

Increase  
customer acquisition  

and retention.

Boost  
local SEO

Get found faster.

Stay connected 
with the voice of 

the customer
Create raving fans.

Beat the 
competition

Build a local  
strategy tailored to  

each market. 

of people trust 
online reviews as 
much as a personal 
recommendation. 
(BRIGHTLOCAL)

of local SEO  
is determined  
by reviews.  
(MOZ)

of consumers look  
online for a local business with 

50% of them visiting  
the store within a day.  

(HUBSPOT,  SEARCH ENGINE LAND)

of searchers will  
pick businesses on 
the first page of  
local search results.  
(GOOGLE)

of consumers read 
online reviews before 

visiting a business.  
(BRIGHT LOCAL)

Activate  
your insights

Drive revenue and 
delight customers.
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TURN INSIGHTS INTO ACTION

https://www.reviewtrackers.com
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